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Movement Ecology and the Minimal Animal
Abstract
Among ecologists, movement is on the move. Over the past decade or so, a growing number of
researchers have begun to focus their attention on how and why individual animals move across
landscapes through time. Research programs come and go, and there is no way of knowing how long this
new filed of movement ecology will retain its promise or what new forms it might take. Nonetheless the
emergence of this approach to studying animals and landscapes can tell us something about the way
scientific practices and conceptions of the animal are changing in an era of Big Data and of growing
concerns about the impact of humanity on global ecological processes.1
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A

mong ecologists, movement is on the move. Over the
past decade or so, a growing number of researchers have
begun to focus their attention on how and why individual
animals move across landscapes through time. Research
programs come and go, and there is no way of knowing how
long this new field of movement ecology will retain its promise
or what new forms it might take. Nonetheless the emergence
of this approach to studying animals and landscapes can
tell us something about the way scientific practices and
conceptions of the animal are changing in an era of Big Data
and of growing concerns about the impact of humanity on
global ecological processes.1

The term ‘movement ecology’ is not new in the scientific
literature, but it was only with the articulation of a theoretical
program by ecologist Ran Nathan in 2008 that it began to
be understood as something around which an epistemic
community could be organized, generalized theories could be
developed, and broad appeals for support could be made.2
Since then movement ecology has become one of ecology’s
fastest-growing sub-specialties. Numerous conferences have
been held, major grants have been awarded, and journals
such as Movement Ecology and Animal Biotelemetry have
been founded. Movement ecologists often attribute the
recent expansion of their field to technological advances in
communications, surveillance, and computing. Nathan, for
example, has written that the rise of movement ecology can be
explained in large part by new tracking methods that promise
to “revolutionize our understanding of movement phenomena
because they allow us to address key questions that we were
not able to examine before.”3 Similarly, ornithologist Martin
Wikelski has envisioned a future in which satellite-based
sensors and animal-borne tags will allow biologists to fill in
the “white spaces that we still have on the globe for animal
movement” and even to “use animals as distributed sensor
networks around the globe.”4 Technology, rather than any
particular theoretical insight or empirical discovery, seems to
be leading the way.

At the same time, as one group of leading
movement ecologists has written, “the explosion
of data volume and variety has created new
challenges and opportunities for information
management, integration, and analysis.”5 The
perceived urgency of overcoming these challenges
originates both from ecologists’ desire to work
at the cutting edge of their field and from their
sense that the Earth faces a crisis of human
making. Developing adequate data-analysis
and data-management practices has thus
become central to at least some ecologists’
understanding of their moral obligations as
scientists and as environmentalists. This is one
reason that theoretical frameworks such as the
one proposed by Nathan have been so warmly
received. In addition to positioning movement as
a legitimate object of ecological inquiry—rather
than merely an indicator of more important
underlying processes—such frameworks help
to discipline and render comparable inherently
unwieldy and diverse biological data. For this
project, the otherwise distant domain of genomics
has frequently served as a comparison. Nathan,
for example, writes that the “scientific revolution
potentiated by genome sequencing can be
compared with insights about movement drawn
from mapping every step and stop of an individual
during its lifetime track from birth to death.”6
Reduced to a series of locations, the individual’s
life thus becomes amenable to analysis.
The establishment of centralized data repositories
such as Movebank, which currently contains
data from more than 2,000 movement ecology
studies, is also helping to render manageable
the overwhelming amount of movement data
now available.7 As with the pioneering genetics

database GenBank, Movebank aims to facilitate
the establishment of an international epistemic
community around a novel object of study: the
movement track, understood as a sequence
of latitude-longitude pairs in time.8 While
genomics casts a long shadow over the recent
development of movement ecology, there is
also a longer history of ecologists’ efforts to
develop workable models of real-world animal
movements – a history that can teach us
something about what is at stake in movement
ecology’s data-management practices and
its imagination of animal life. The first digital
representations of what movement ecologists call
the ‘lifetime track’ of an animal date to the 1960s,
when mainframe computers first became widely
available on American university campuses.
While mathematical models of animal movement
had existed since the early 20th century,
digital computers suddenly made it feasible to
statistically model the movements and decisionmaking processes of a single animal. What was
probably the world’s first digital simulation of
animal movement was developed at the University
of Minnesota by statistical ecologist Donald B.
Siniff in 1967. Titled SIMPLOT, the program was
intended less as an accurate representation
of animal behavior than as a way of identifying
real-world deviations from statistical models.
In a way that would have been impossible with
real animals moving through real landscapes,
it allowed the scientist to experiment with the
consequences of his or her own assumptions.9
Since the 1960s, efforts to model animal movement
in the digital medium of the electronic computer
have been powerful accelerators of ecologists’
tendencies toward ‘behavioral minimalism.’ This is a
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term that ecologists Steven Lima and Patrick Zollner have used to describe a
research strategy focused “on only those few behavioral traits that are likely
to be important to the question under study.”10 It requires shutting out of view
all of the irrelevant factors, which in turn—and this is where things get tricky—
requires deciding in advance which factors are relevant or irrelevant. As Lima
and Zollner argue, behavioral minimalism is useful and often even necessary;
without it, much of the enormous complexity of animal life would remain
intractable to scientific inquiry. It becomes problematic, however, when it
becomes an ontological claim about what animals and other organisms really
are – that is, when a strategy of behavioral minimalism is taken as evidence
of the existence of what might be described as “minimal animals.”11 With the
help of digital computers, minimal animals have proliferated over the past
several decades.
Even as they pursue the strategy of behavioral minimalism described by
Lima and Zollner, movement ecologists today are careful to acknowledge
the complexity of animal movement. In Nathan’s theoretical framework, for
example, the individual animal’s movement track is conceptualized as the
result of environmental, physical, and cognitive processes that cannot be
reduced to latitude-longitude pairs. Similarly, Wikelski and others have been
careful to leave room in data repositories such as Movebank for other forms
of data besides location.12 Nonetheless, as movement ecologists develop
generalized theories with the help of highly abstracted mathematical models,
and as they aggregate data about diverse species into central repositories,
they are implicitly embracing a data-driven version of behavioral minimalism
– one in which the movements of animals become self-evidently comparable
to the Brownian motion of particles or the dispersal of seeds by wind.
Behavioral minimalism is nothing new in animal ecology, but the intensity
with which it is now being pursued and the extent to which it is dependent
on a particular set of research technologies is unprecedented. However
sophisticated their underlying models may be, most studies by movement
ecologists focus on the landscape-scale movements that are easily observed
with modern tracking techniques. Factors that are harder to measure and to
model become secondary considerations: at best ‘annotations’ around the
scaffolding provided by location data, at worst endlessly deferred desiderata
for some future experiment. Similarly, the desire to develop models and
build data repositories that work for any species in any environment has

encouraged a reduction of the phenomenon of movement to the lowest
common denominator, the latitude-longitude pair. By focusing on tracking
methods that produce enormous amounts of data at ever-lower costs,
movement ecologists are implicitly adopting a locational form of behavioral
minimalism as the ontological foundation of their work.
In the long run this may prove to be a risky path toward scientific success,
even judging by the narrowest of criteria. A few years ago, biologists
Alistair Boettiger and George Wittemyer and their colleagues conducted a
movement-ecology study of African elephants in northern Kenya. Using a
mathematical model derived from signal processing theory, remote-sensing
data from satellites, and movement data collected with GPS collars, they
were able to predict elephant movements on the basis of landscape features
as well as past behavior. One of their findings was that the incorporation of
landscape and behavior significantly improved the accuracy of the prediction,
but only in areas relatively unaffected by human activity. When the elephants
moved through human-dominated areas, the accuracy of the prediction fell
dramatically, “probably because movement behavior was reactive to the
presence, movements, and threats of humans and livestock in such areas.”13
This is a conclusion that seems likely to be relevant well beyond the specifics
of the particular landscapes and animals under study, and it is one that
suggests the limits of a minimalistic approach to animal movement that is
driven primarily by the technological affordances of present-day tracking
and computing technologies. The increasing human domination of the
planet is precisely the reason that the theoretical models and central data
repositories of movement ecology seem so urgent; it is also the reason that
ecologists’ models may become less and less predictive over time, no matter
how much location data they are able to collect. Technological affordances
and theoretical frameworks may run up against the contingencies of history,
which is increasingly rendering chimerical the idea of a ‘human-free zone’
of precise prediction. In that case, movement ecologists may want to consider
incorporating other methods that can articulate the movement of animals across
landscapes in an idiom richer and wider than a series of points on a map.14
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